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Abstract—The problem of developing distributed scheduling algorithms for high throughput in multi-hop wireless networks has been
extensively studied in recent years. The design of a distributed low-complexity scheduling algorithm becomes even more challenging
when taking into account a physical interference model, which requires the SINR at a receiver to be checked when making scheduling
decisions. To do so, we need to check whether a transmission failure is caused by interference due to simultaneous transmissions from
distant nodes. In this paper, we propose a scheduling algorithm under a physical interference model, which is amenable to distributed
implementation with 802.11 CSMA technologies. The proposed scheduling algorithm is shown to achieve throughput optimality. We
present two variations of the algorithm to enhance the delay performance and to reduce the control overhead, respectively, while
retaining throughput optimality.
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1 INTRODUCTION

I T is widely acknowledged that link scheduling is
a major performance bottleneck in wireless multi-

hop networks. Link scheduling determines which
transmitter-receiver pairs (links) are to be simultaneous
activated at a given moment in order to achieve high
throughput, low delay, fairness, etc. Over the past couple
of decades, a variety of link scheduling algorithms under
different interference models have been studied in order
to achieve high performance and low complexity. In
wireless multi-hop communication environments, simul-
taneous link activation could cause siginificant mutual
interference that results in transmission failure if, e.g.,
the interference exceeds a certain threshold. Also, for
a practical implementation, it is desirable to design
distributed algorithms for link scheduling. Therefore,
developing high-performance distributed scheduling so-
lutions that are amenable to pratical implementation
is one of the most significant challenges in multi-hop
wireless networks. So far, many scheduling schemes,
centralized or distributed, have been studied in the
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literature under different interference models with dif-
ferent time granularities (continuous or time-slotted).
They often seek to optimize performance objectives such
as achievable throughput, or explore tradeoffs among
complexity, message-passing overhead, and throughput.

The problem of achieving throughput optimality in
wireless multi-hop networks has been extensively stud-
ied. The well-known Max-Weight Scheduling (MWS) [2]
algorithm has been shown to achieve throughput op-
timality at the cost of the very high time-complexity.
In a time slotted system, the MWS algorithm picks, at
each time slot, the set of non-conflicting (e.g., not caus-
ing transmission failures) links whose queue-weighted
sum is the largest. In general, finding such a set of
max-weighted non-conflicting links is NP-hard and re-
quires centralized implementation. Many sub-optimal
(and hence more practical) solutions have been pro-
posed over the past several years aimed to reduce this
algorithmic complexity. For example, Greedy Maximal
Scheduling (GMS) [3], [4], [5], [6] is a well known
sub-optimal solution that approximate MWS. It picks
links in decreasing order of their queue lengths without
violating their underlying interference constraints. GMS
can be implemented in a distributed fashion [7] but
only at the expense of increased complexity due to the
requirement that links be globally ordered. In [8], the
authors have addressed the difficulty in global ordering
and developed Local Greedy Scheduling (LGS), which
suggests that local ordering may be sufficient to achieve
high performance in practice. Empirical results show
that LGS provides good throughput and delay perfor-
mance at the lower complexity. However, although LGS
requires only local message exchanges of queue length
information among neighboring links, it may suffer from
high message-passing overhead, if the number of local
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neighbors is large.
Recently, a class of scheduling algorithms that exploit

Carrier Sensing Multiple Access/Collision Avoidance
(CSMA/CA) have been developed and shown to achieve
throughput optimality without global information [9],
[10], [11], [12]. In particular, a discrete time system,
named Q-CSMA, has been developed in [11] modelling
a multi-hop network as a Discrete Time Markov Chain
(DTMC) with a product form stationary distribution. Q-
CSMA allows each link to choose itself with a certain
probability that depends on its own queue length. As
the selection procedure continues, it has been shown
to yield a stationary distribution of schedules with op-
timal throughput performance. Although Q-CSMA is
throughput-optimal, it often performs poorly in terms
of delay, especially under heavy traffic load [13]. Qiao et
al. recently developed a new CSMA based scheduling
scheme that improves delay performance [14]. They
employ simplex algorithm to solve linear programming
(LP) problems, and promote quick transitions between
optimal schedules to achieve better delay performance.

We note that the above scheduling schemes have been
developed assuming “theoretical” graph-based interfer-
ence models, under which only a binary interference
relation exists between each pair of links. This, however,
cannot capture accumulative nature of wireless inter-
ference from multiple transmitters. In practice, Signal-
to-Interference-plus-Noise-Ratio (SINR) among all ac-
tivated links should be taken into account. Although
several distributed link scheduling algorithms under the
so-called SINR-based model have been proposed [15],
[16], [17], they attempt to maximize the number of
(simultaneously) activated links and achieves only sub-
optimal throughput performance.

In this paper, we develop a distributed SINR-based
scheduling scheme (DSS) that is throughput-optimal in
wireless multi-hop networks. Unlike the previous works
based on graph-based interference models, we considers
more realistic SINR-based interference model. We design
a distributed algorithm that operates under the SINR-
based model, and show that it achieves a product-form
stationary distribution of the system state (i.e., the set of
activated links), which implies throughput optimality of
the proposed scheduling scheme. To the best knowledge
of the authors, this is the first distributed scheduling so-
lution that achieves optimal throughput under the SINR-
based interference model. We extend DSS to improve
delay performance. By developing a novel dual-state
approach, we can separate actual transmission schedule
from the system state, and include a larger number of
active links in a schedule. Finally, we address control
overhead problem for carrier-sensing and contention,
and reduce the overhead by adopting p-persistent CSMA
contention mechanism. We show that the new solution
still retains throughput optimality and achieves better
empirical performance when the contention period is
short.

Note that unlike the standard IEEE 802.11 DCF, our

solutions are a synchronous time-slotted system and
adaptively control attempts to channel. However, both
our solutions and the IEEE 802.11 DCF have very similar
time-slot structure for contention and data transmission.
This similarity will facilitate practical implementation of
our proposed solutions by modifying the existing IEEE
802.11 DCF implementation as in [18].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We
first provide the system model in Section 2. We describe
our DSS algorithm and show that it achieves optimal
throughput in Section 3. We extend it and enhance
delay performance using a novel dual-state approach in
Section 4. Then we address the control overhead problem
and develop an algoirthm to reduce the overhead in
Section 5. Numerical evaluation of our solutions in com-
parison with other CSMA-based scheduling algorithms
have been provided in Section 6. We conclude our paper
in Section 7.

2 NETWORK MODEL

A wireless network is modeled by a graph G(V,E),
where V denotes the set of nodes and E denotes the
set of links. We represent a directed link by an ordered
pair of nodes. Two nodes are directly connected by a link
if they can successfully exchange packets when there is
no other transmission. We assume that the transmission
power P is fixed, and that a single frequency channel
is available for the whole system; that is, two or more
links that transmit at the same time may interfere with
each other. The transmission of a packet over a link
will be successful if the SINR at the receiver is above a
certain SINR threshold denoted by θth. We assume that
a single SINR threshold is used for all the links. The
transmission rate and its corresponding SINR threshold
can be carefully chosen by considering the network
density [19].

All links are assumed to have unit capacity (i.e., a
packet can be transmitted at a unit time) and we consider
a time-slotted system, where each time slot consists of
a control slot and a data slot. A transmission failure
occurring the SINR at the receiving node of a link is
below a certain threshold θth. The control slot is intended
to determine a “feasible” transmission schedule for the
data slot. A feasible schedule means that the links in the
schedule can be activated without causing transmission
failures. The data slot is used for the scheduled links to
transmit a data packet. A feasible schedule is defined
as a set of links that can be active simultaneously, and
each link has a sufficient SINR value at the receiver.
We represent a schedule x⃗(t) in time slot t by a vector
{0, 1}|E|, where xi(t) = 1 if link i is achieved at time slot
t and 0 otherwise. Slightly abusing the notation, we also
denote the set of active links at slot t by x(t), i.e., i ∈ x(t)
implies that xi(t) = 1.

We assume that data packets arrive at a link and
leave the system immediately once it is transmitted over
the link. Although we consider only single-hop traffic,
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Fig. 1. A time slot is illustrated, which consists of a control
slot and a data slot. The control slot is divided into multiple
mini-slots, each of which consists of two phases.

scheduling difficulty lies in multi-hop nature of wireless
interference. Let λi be the arrival rate of data packets
at link i ∈ E, and let λ = {λ1, λ2, ..., λ|E|} be the
corresponding vector. The capacity region of a scheduling
policy is the set of arrival rates λ, for which there exists
a scheduling algorithm that can stabilize the network.
The network is said to be stable if the expected queue
lengths of all links remain finite. Let M be the set of all
feasible schedules in our network model. The capacity
region can be written as

Λ = {λ | ∃ µ ∈ Co(M), λ < µ}, (1)

where Co(M) denotes the convex hull of M [2] and the
inequality is component-wise. We say that a scheduling
algorithm is throughput optimal, if it can stabilize the
network for any arrival rate in Λ.

3 DISTRIBUTED SINR-BASED SCHEDULING
ALGORITHM (DSS)
In this section, we describe a basic throughput-optimal
scheduling scheme that operates in a distributed man-
ner under the SINR interference model specified in the
previous section. We describe this scheduling algorithm
called DSS and analyze its throughput performance.

3.1 Algorithm Description
At each time slot t, we decide a transmission schedule
x(t) by reusing some of the activated links from the
previous transmission schedule x(t−1) at slot t−1, and
adding new links. To add new links, let m(t) denote a
random candidate vector at time slot t, which refers to a
set of randomly selected links. From m(t), we derive a
new “feasible” addition vector d(t) using the procedure
described in the next paragraph. Then for each link
l ∈ d(t), the proposed scheduling algorithm decides
probabilistically whether l will be activated or not. To
summarize, we determine the final x(t) by combining
x(t− 1) \ m(t) and probabilistically activated links from
d(t).

The difficult part of the procedure is to find a feasible
addition vector d(t) in a distributed manner. To this
end, we assume that a receiver can differentiate (i) the

received signal strength (RSS) if the signal is transmitted
from its sender, and (ii) the interference power if the
signal is transmitted from an interferer. This can be
calculated from a pre-measured radio frequency (RF)
profile as in [21]. In the following, we describe the
proposed scheduling algorithm with a focus on how
to find d(t). The pseudo code for DSS is provided in
Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Distributed SINR-based Scheduling Algo-
rithm (DSS)

1: Initialization:
2: Each sender of link l includes l in m(t) with the attempt probability pa
3: dl ← 0.
4: IF l ∈ x(t − 1)\m(t) THEN
5: backoff(l) = 0
6: ELSE IF l ∈ m(t) THEN
7: backoff(l) is chosen at random in [1,M − 1]

8: ELSE
9: backoff(l) = -1

10: END IF
11: FOR c = 0 to M − 1 do
12: /* Phase 1 */
13: IF backoff(l) = c THEN
14: Sender of link l broadcasts a control packet
15: END IF
16: IF Receiver of a control packet THEN
17: Calculate SINR and Xi
18: ELSE
19: Xi = measured signal strength
20: END IF
21: /* Phase 2 */
22: IF dl = 1 or backoff(l) = 0 THEN
23: IF SINR(orRSS/Xi) < θth THEN
24: Receiver of link l generates a busy-tone.
25: END IF
26: END IF
27: Check busy-tone.
28: IF No busy-tone THEN
29: dl ← 1

30: I(l, c + 1) ← I(l, c) + Xi
31: ELSE
32: I(l, c + 1) ← I(l, c)

33: END IF
34: END FOR
35: /* Data slot: */
36: IF dl = 1 THEN
37: With prob. pl , schedule link l, i.e., l ∈ x(t), and send a packet during the data slot
38: ELSE IF backoff(l) = 0 THEN
39: With prob. 1, schedule link l, i.e., l ∈ x(t), and send a packet during the data slot

40: END IF

(1) At the beginning of time slot t, each link deter-
mines with attempt probability pa(t) whether the link is
included in the random candidate vector m(t), where

pa(t) =

{
0 if link l has an empty queue
pa if link l has a non-empty queue.

(2) As shown in Fig.1, we divide the control slot
into M mini-slots, where each mini-slot consists of two
phases. The first mini-slot is reserved for links that
continue transmissions from x(t − 1) to inform their
transmissions (at slot t) to the other links. That is,
these links, which were activated at time slot t − 1
and are not included in m(t), will be included in x(t)
(i.e., they are scheduled first). To elaborate, we let links
l ∈ x(t − 1)\m(t) be included in x(t). Each link (i.e., its
sender) in x(t−1)\m(t) transmits a small control packet
to its receiver during phase 1 of the first mini-slot. The
receivers of the control packets calculate the RSS and
the interference power, while the other nodes calculate
the interference power only. For the first mini-slot, the
second phase is not used.

(3) Let d(t,m) denote the addition vector after m-th
mini-slot of the control slot in time slot t. After the first
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mini-slot, we have d(t, 1) = x(t− 1)\m(t), and will have
the final d(t) = d(t,M) after M mini-slots. Let RSS(l)
denote the RSS at the receiver of link l. Also let Xi be the
measured interference power at node i, and let I(l,m)
denote the accumulated interference power level up to
mini-slot m at the receiver of link l. At each m-th mini-
slot (m > 1), we perform the following procedure. A
link (in m(t)) whose backoff timer expires transmits a
control packet during phase 1. Note that there can be
multiple links whose timers expire at a given mini-slot.
The receiver i (of the link l) measures the RSS (RSS(l))
and the interference power Xi. A node j that is neither
a sender nor a receiver will measure Xj only. Now each
receiver of the link in d(t,m) checks whether its SINR
is violated or not. That is, receiver i of link l for which
RSS(l)/(I(l,m)+Xi) < θth generates a busy-tone during
phase 2 of m-th mini-slot to announce that the links that
sent control packets should not be scheduled. If the SINR
threshold is satisfied by every node, there is no busy-
tone, and the links can be scheduled to d(t,m).

(4) If no busy-tone is detected during phase 2 of m-
th mini-slot, each link that transmits a control packet
is added to d(t,m) and the accumulated interference
power of at node i (of link l) is updated by I(l,m) =
I(l,m−1)+Xi. If a busy-tone is overheard, then the link
that transmitted a control packet is not added by setting
d(t,m) = d(t,m − 1) and the accumulated interference
power is not changed I(l,m) = I(l,m − 1). We iterate
steps (3) and (4) from 2nd to M -th mini-slots, and obtain
the final addition vector by setting d(t) = d(t,M).

We need to address a special case in which a node
generates a busy-tone in step (3). If two nearby links
attempt to transmit control packets at the same time,
and their corresponding receivers cannot each decode
the control packet due to their low SINR values, then
the receivers cannot figure out that they are the intended
receivers and will not generate a busy-tone. This can
lead to an infeasible schedule since the senders will be
included in the decision vector. To avoid such scenarios,
we let a node generate a busy-tone if it receives a high
signal strength but cannot decode the packet.

Let us illustrate the above procedure as follows. Sup-
pose that the backoff timer of a particular sender (of a
link in m(t)), say s1, expires at mini-slot 2 (in slot t),
while the senders of the other links are still decreasing
their timers. Then s1 broadcasts a small control packet
which contains the corresponding receiver (say r1) in-
formation during the phase 1 of mini-slot 2, which is
shown in Fig.2(a). If r1 successfully receives the control
packet, no action is needed in the phase 2. Assume that
the other receivers (whose links are already scheduled
before 2nd mini-slot) still have their SINR values above
the threshold despite s1’s transmission (i.e., interference),
they will not send a busy-tone as well. Then s1 concludes
that its link is included in d(t) (more precisely, d(t, 2)).
The other nodes that receive the control packet merely
add the received interference power into its accumulated
interference power. Note that even if a node cannot

decode a packet (e.g., its SINR is below a decodable
threshold), it can still measure its received interference
power.

Now suppose that at mini-slot 5 the backoff counter
of the second winning sender, say s2, expires and s2
broadcasts a control packet during the phase 1 of mini-
slot 5 as shown in Fig.2(b). Assume that its correspond-
ing receiver r2 receives the packet successfully, but its
calculated SINR is less than the SINR threshold, θth.
The receiver then broadcasts a busy tone in the phase
2 of mini-slot 5 as shown in Fig.2(c). When s2 receives
this busy tone, it concludes that the link cannot be
activated at time slot t. Also the other nodes will not
add the received interference power to their accumulated
interference powers since the link is not scheduled.

In this way, a link satisfying its SINR requirement is
added to set d(t) during the mini-slots. Note that not
only does the intended receiver of a control packet check
the SINR requirement, but so do all the receivers in d(t)
and x(t−1)\m(t) check whether their receptions can still
meet the SINR threshold on receipt of the control packet.
If any of the above receivers cannot meet the SINR
threshold, it will generate a busy tone signal, announcing
that the link cannot be added to d(t).

By the above processes, new links will be added to
d(t) as long as they do not violate the SINR threshold
of the links in d(t) and x(t− 1)\m(t) as well. When the
control slot is over, we obtain a feasible addition vector
d(t) for slot t. We then determine the final transmission
schedule x⃗(t) as

xi(t) =

 1 with probability 1 if i ∈ x(t− 1)\m(t)
di(t) with probability pi if i ∈ d(t)
0 with probability 1− pi if i ∈ d(t),

where di(t) is 1 if link i is included in d(t). Each link
i in d(t) is activated with a link activation probability
pi, which will be explained in the following subsection.
During the data slot of slot t, the links in x(t) transmit
a data packet. To help redears’ understanding, we illus-
trate the process of DSS algorithm as a control block
diagram in Fig.3.

From previous data slot

Random 

selection

Feasibility 

test
m(t)

x(t-1) x(t-1)  m(t)

Probabilistic 

activation

x(t)

Final transmission schedule

d(t)

- +

Fig. 3. Control block diagram of DSS algorithm.

3.2 Throughput optimality

In this section, we show that DSS can achieve throughput
optimality. To this end by following the basic idea in [9],
[11], we model the system state x(t) as a DTMC. We
show that the DTMC is irreducible and reversible. By
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(a) In the 2nd control mini-slot.
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(b) Phase 1 of the 5th control mini-slot.
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3
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Control slot: 5th mini-slot [Phase 2]

s1

r1

s2

r2

s3

s4

r4
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# Node with backoff time #

Nodes that send a control packet for d(t)
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b Node that sends a busy tone

(c) Phase 2 of the 5th control mini-slot.

Fig. 2. Snapshots of scheduling under DSS. (a) The 2nd mini-slot is shown a new link added successfully. (b) In
the phase 1 of the 5th mini-slot, the sender s2 broadcasts a control packet. (c) In the phase 2 of the 5th mini-slot,
the corresponding receiver r2 generates a busy tone signal since its calculated SINR becomes less than the SINR
threshold, θth.

carefully designing the transition probabilities, we obtain
a product-form stationary distribution of the system
showing throughput optimality.

Let M0(m(t)) (a subset of M) denote the set of all the
feasible schedules derived from a given random candi-
date vector m(t). Since the transmission schedule x(t)
can be obtained from the previous transmission schedule
x(t−1) and a randomly chosen random candidate vector
m(t), we can model x(t) as the system state of a DTMC.
We derive the state transition probability between two
transmission schedules x(t− 1) and x(t) (or two system
states) under DSS.

Once d(t) is chosen, we can calculate the state tran-
sition probability from x(t − 1) to x(t) as follows. We
classify the action of each link in d(t) into four cases:
(1) For link i ∈ x(t − 1)\x(t): link i changes its state

from 1 to 0 with probability p̄i.
(2) For link j ∈ x(t)\x(t − 1): link j changes its state

from 0 to 1 with probability pj .
(3) For link k ∈ d(t) ∩ (x(t) ∩ x(t− 1)): link k keeps its

state 1, with probability pk.
(4) For link l ∈ d(t)\(x(t−1)∪x(t)): link l keeps its state

0, with probability p̄l

Note that each link in d(t) makes its activation decision
independently of each other. Following the line of anal-
ysis in [11], we can represent the transition probability
as a simple product of their activation probabilities, and
thus can be written as

p(x(t− 1), x(t)) = A · B · C · D · E · F , (2)

A =
∑

x(t−1)∪x(t)⊆m(t)

α(m(t)),

B =
∑

x(t−1)∪x(t)⊆d(t)⊆m(t),
d(t) ⊆ M0(m(t))

β(d(t)),

C = (
∏

i∈x(t−1)\x(t)

p̄i),D = (
∏

j∈x(t)\x(t−1)

pj),

E = (
∏

k∈d(t)∩(x(t)∩x(t−1))

pk),F = (
∏

l∈d(t)\(x(t−1)∪x(t))

p̄l), (3)

where α(m(t)) is the probability that a particular ran-
dom candidate vector m(t) is randomly selected, β(d(t))
is the probability that a particular addition vector d(t) is
selected from the m(t) through the random backoff pro-
cess, and p̄i = 1−pi. Obviously,

∑
m(t) ⊆ E α(m(t)) = 1

and
∑

d(t) ⊆ M0(m(t)) β(d(t)) = 1.

In our algorithm, links that do not interfere with any
links in x(t− 1) \ m(t) can join d(t). Since d(t) ⊆ m(t),
and both d(t) and m(t) are randomly determined,∑

d(t) ∈ M0(m(t)) d(t) = E. Then, it can be easily shown
that the state of x(t) has a product-form stationary
distribution π(x(t)) as

π(x(t)) =
1

Z

∏
i∈x(t)

pi
p̄i

, where Z =
∑

x(t)∈M

∏
i∈x(t)

pi
p̄i

. (4)

We verify this by checking the detailed balance equa-
tion. We drop t for sake of exposition. Also, x and y
indicate x(t) and x(t− 1), respectively.

π(x)p(x, y)

=
1

Z

∏
i∈x

pi
p̄i

∑
α(m)

∑
β(d)(

∏
i∈x\y

p̄i)(
∏

i∈y\x

pi)

(
∏

i∈d∩(x∩y)

pi)(
∏

i∈d\(x∪y)

p̄i).

(5)

Note that from (x ∩ y) ⊂ d [11], we have x ∩ y = d ∩ (x ∩ y).
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Hence, we have∏
i∈x

pi
p̄i

∏
i∈x\y

p̄i
∏

i∈y\x

pi

= (
∏

i∈x\y

pi
p̄i

∏
i∈x∩y

pi
p̄i

)
∏

i∈x\y

p̄i(
∏
i∈y

pi
∏

i∈y∩x

1

pi
)

=
∏

i∈x\y

pi
∏

i∈y∩x

1

p̄i

∏
i∈y

pi

=
∏
i∈y

pi
p̄i

∏
i∈y

p̄i
∏

i∈y∩x

1

p̄i

∏
i∈x\y

pi

=
∏
i∈y

pi
p̄i

∏
i∈y\x

p̄i
∏

i∈x\y

pi.

(6)

Then, it easily follows that

π(x)p(x, y) = π(y)p(y, x).

Since the detailed balance equation holds, the DTMC is
reversible with stationary distribution (4). It has been
shown that CSMA-based scheduling schemes with the
stationary distribution of the product form like (4)
achieves optimal throughput when we set the activation
probability of link l by pl = ewl(t)

ewl(t)+1
, where wl(t) is a

weight function of link l at time slot t. In this paper,
we use the logarithmic queue length as the weight,
i.e., wl(t) = log(ql(t)), where ql(t) is a queue length
of link l at time slot t. In general, a nondecreasing,
continuous function of the queue length can be used [20].
Since follow the same line of analysis as in [20]; so the
interested readers may refer to [11], [20] for the details
of the optimality proof.

Therefore, DSS can stabilize any arrival rate in Λ, and
thus the service rate will be no smaller than the arrival
rate, i.e., ∑

x∈M
(π∗(x)xi) ≥ λi, ∀i ∈ E (7)

where π∗(x) denotes the steady state probability of state
x, and xi indicates whether link i is activated..

4 DUAL-STATE APPROACH

Like Q-CSMA, DSS is also a CSMA-based scheduling
algorithm. In general, CSMA-based throughput-optimal
scheduling algorithms have somewhat poor delay per-
formance [22]. In this section, we seek to improve the
delay performance by modifying DSS in a novel way1.

In the operation of DSS, the transmission schedule
x(t) is unlikely to be a maximal schedule2, since only a
subset of d(t) are active in a probabilistic manner. Hence,
we can add more links to x(t) without violating the
interference constraints; that is, we can activate the entire
d(t) without probabilistic selection. Clearly, additional
link activation will enhance the delay performance. To
this end, we extend DSS by taking a dual-state approach,

1. This approach can also be applied to Q-CSMA [11] that considers
the graph-based interference model.

2. If no more link can be added to a given schedule without making
any of the existing links fail, then it is called a maximal schedule.

Algorithm 2 Distributed scheduling algorithm under
SINR model: A Dual-state approach (DSS-D)

1: /* Data slot: */
2: IF dl = 1 THEN
3: With prob. 1, schedule link l, i.e., l ∈ D(t), and send a packet during the data slot
4: ELSE IF backoff(l) = 0 THEN
5: With prob. 1, schedule link l, i.e., l ∈ D(t), and send a packet during the data slot

6: END IF

called DSS-D. DSS-D basically maintains two kinds of
states: (i) virtual states for the DTMC transition and (ii)
actual states for the additional link activation.

Let D(t) denote the actual state for time slot t, which is
given by D(t) = d(t) ∪ (x(t−1) \ m(t)). Again, x(t) is the
virtual state for the DTMC with the Markovian property.
The main idea of the dual-state approach is that while
the system is viewed as a virtual state x(t), the actually
activated links are D(t). Note that D(t) is always the
superset of x(t) since x(t) consists of (x(t − 1) \ m(t))
and a subset of d(t). Also recall that all the links in
D(t) satisfy the interference constraints. By maintaining
two kinds of states separately, we can let x(t) make
transitions as before (for the optimal throughput), while
more links are actually activated for every data slot.

x(t-1) x(t)

D(t-1)

Link schedule derivation

Markovian state transition

m(t)

Link activation

state
D(t)

x(t+1)

D(t+1)

DTMC

state

m(t+1)

Fig. 4. Scheduling process under the dual-state approach
(DSS-D). The virtual schedule x(t) is used to determine
the next transmission schedule while D(t) is used for
actual link activation.

Fig.4 illustrates the state transition under the dual-
state approach. Like DSS, the previous virtual state is
x(t−1), and the random candidate vector is m(t). Then,
D(t) is d(t) ∪ (x(t − 1) \ m(t)) and we need to
replace lines (35-40) in Algorithm 1 with Algorithm 2.
The DTMC state x(t) is determined as a subset of D(t)
in a probabilistic manner as in Algorithm 1. The changed
part of DSS-D in comparison to DSS is described in
Algorithm 2.

4.1 Throughput Optimality of Dual-state approach
(DSS-D)
In this section, we briefly show throughput optimality
of DSS-D.

We can construct a DTMC with state (x(t), D(t)), since
m(t) and d(t) (and thus D(t)) are chosen at random. Note
that, under DSS-D, a DTMC state x(t) makes transitions
as exactly the same as that under DSS, which implies
that (7) also holds, and thus clearly, the DTMC of DSS-
D has a stationary state distribution. Let q∗ denote the
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state distribution such that q∗(x,D) is the probability of
being in stationary state at (x,D), where x and D are the
virtual state x(t) and the actual decision schedule D(t) of
DSS-D, respectively. Since π∗(x) =

∑
D∈M q∗(x,D) and

xi ≤ Di,∀i ∈ E, we obtain that, for each link i,∑
x∈M,D∈M

q∗(x,D)Di =
∑
x∈M

(
∑

D∈M
q∗(x,D)Di)

≥
∑
x∈M

(
∑

D∈M
q∗(x,D)xi)

=
∑
x∈M

π∗(x)xi ≥ λi,

where the last inequality comes from (7).

4.2 An Illustration of DSS-D Operations

We now illustrate how DSS-D operates in time slot t.
Thus, we have x(t− 1) at the beginning of the time slot
t. First, each link determines whether it will be included
in m(t) or not. During phase 1 of of the 1st mini-slot, link
l ∈ x(t − 1)\m(t) broadcasts a control packet as shown
in Fig.5(a). The senders of links in m(t) each choose a
backoff value between [1,M−1], which are shown inside
the circles. Suppose that three links (D,E), (F,C), (L,K)
are included in x(t−1) \ m(t). The senders of these links
each broadcast a control packet. The receivers (K,E,C)
measure the RSS (of their respective sender) and the
interference power (of the other two transmissions),
while the other nodes measure the interference power
level of the three senders.

At the 2nd mini-slot, suppose A is the only sender
whose backoff timer expires. During phase 1, node A
sends a control packet to node B. Based on the RSS,
node B calculates the SINR by taking into account the
interference power measured during the 1st mini-slot.
Assume that the SINR satisfies the threshold θth; node
B takes no action during phase 2. Then node A schedules
itself and link (A,B) is added to d(t). Note that node B
also has a packet to send. In this case, however, node
B will not transmit a control packet when the backoff
timer expires at the 4th mini-slot and at that moment it
is scheduled to be a receiver already.

Suppose, at the 3rd mini-slot, node N ’s backoff timer
expires and it sends a control packet to node M during
phase 1. If the calculated SINR at node M is acceptable,
the link (N, M) will be also included in d(t).

An interesting event occurs at the 5th mini-slot, which
is shown in Fig.5(b). Nodes G and J each have their
timers expired, and they send control packets to nodes H
and I , respectively. However, the control packets collide
at node I , since the two received signal powers are
too strong at node I . Thus, neither of the packets is
decodable at node I . Then node I broadcasts a busy tone.
Also, node E finds that the transmitted signal from node
G causes a significant amount of interference such that
its SINR is lower than θth. Then, node E also broadcasts
a busy tone to reject the newly attempted links.

Finally when all the control mini-slots are over,
we obtain a feasible candidate schedule d(t) contain-
ing (A,B) and (N,M) as shown in Fig.5(c). From
D(t) = d(t) ∪ (x(t − 1) \ m(t)), a total of 5 links
will be activated during the data slot in time slot t. Note
that a subset of D(t) will be x(t) depending on the link
activation probabilities of links in d(t) as described in
DSS.

5 DSS-P
We have improved the delay performance of CSMA-
based scheduling using the dual-state approach. Even
though we have reduced the total queue length of the
network, distributed CSMA-based scheduling schemes
have another drawback: the overhead incurred due to
the control mini-slots. As the traffic load increases, the
performance of CSMA-based approaches becomes better
as long as there are a sufficient number of control mini-
slots. This overhead can be significant. Let us take the
IEEE 802.11a OFDM PHY for example; the length of a
single backoff slot is 9 µs. Then, the length of a single
control mini-slot of DSS-family scheduling algorithms
would be at least 18 µs since each control mini-slot has
two phases. Since it takes 2 ms to transmit a 1500 byte
long packet at 6 Mbps transmission rate (excluding the
PHY/MAC header overhead for simplicity), the time
overhead for the control slot exceeds the data transmis-
sion time if the number of mini-slots M is larger than
111. This control overhead becomes worse as the length
of the data packet decreases and/or the transmission
rate increases. Due to the random nature of the backoff
process, the more links need to be scheduled, the more
control mini-slots are required.

To reduce the control mini-slot overhead, we propose
DSS-P which replaces the random backoff process by
the p-persistent CSMA contention mechanism. In DSS-P,
each sender in m(t), attempts to transmit a control packet
with the link activation probability p for each mini-slot.
(The link activation probability p is the same as the link
activation probability in Section 3.2.) Then we can check
whether the attempting links constitute a feasible sched-
ule by making the receivers calculate the SINR threshold
as before. Whenever a feasible link set is obtained, there
are no busy tones and a feasible schedule is found.
This scheduling algorithm also achieves throughput op-
timality, which will be shown in the following section.
If obtaining a feasible schedule fails despite using all
the mini-slots, the schedule used in the previous time
slot will be reused. The detailed scheduling algorithm
of DSS-P is described in Algorithm 3.

5.1 Throughput Optimality of DSS-P
In this section, we briefly prove how the DSS-P algorithm
can achieve throughput optimality. We first show that
the final set of activated links at slot t, x(t), can evolve
as a DTMC just like the DSS algorithm. Next, we make
a product-form stationary distribution for the transition
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Fig. 5. Snapshots of scheduling under DSS-D. (a) The first mini-slot is reserved to measure the SINR level from the
links in x(t− 1). (b) The fifth mini-slot is shown a collision due to interference violation. (c) The links in x(t− 1) \ m(t)
and newly added links in d(t) are activated in the data slot.

Algorithm 3 DSS with p-persistent CSMA under SINR
model: (DSS-P)

1: Initialization:
2: Each node includes its out-going link l in m(t) with attempt probability pa
3: x(t)← x(t − 1)\m(t)

4: /* At the very first control mini-slot: */
5: IF l ∈ x(t) THEN
6: Sender of link l broadcasts a control packet
7: END IF
8: IF Receiver of a control packet THEN
9: Calculate SINR and Xi

10: ELSE
11: Xi = measured signal strength
12: END IF
13: FOR c = 1 to M − 1 do
14: /* Phase 1 */
15: IF l ∈ m(t)\x(t) THEN
16: Sender of link l broadcasts a control packet with probability pl
17: END IF
18: IF Receiver of a control packetTHEN
19: Calculate SINR and Xi
20: ELSE
21: Xi = measured signal strength
22: END IF
23: /* Phase 2 */
24: IF Link in x(t) or receiver of a control packet THEN
25: IF SINR(orRSS/Xi) < θth THEN
26: Receiver of link generates a busy-tone.
27: END IF
28: END IF
29: Check busy-tone.
30: IF No busy-tone THEN
31: x(t)← x(t) ∪ {l}
32: I(l, c + 1) ← I(l, c) + Xi
33: Go to the end of the control mini-slot.
34: ELSE
35: I(l, c + 1) ← I(l, c)

36: END IF
37: END FOR
38: /* Data slot: */
39: IF l ∈ x(t) THEN
40: Send a packet with probability 1

41: END IF

probability between two states. Then we will show that
throughput optimality can be satisfied as in [11], [20].

Let M0(m(t)) (a subset of M) denote the set of all the
feasible schedules that can be probabilistically derived
from a given random candidate vector m(t). Since the
transmission schedule x(t) only depends on the previous
transmission schedule x(t−1) and the random candidate
vector m(t), we can model x(t) as the state of a DTMC.
Then, we need to derive the transition probability be-
tween two transmission schedules (or states) x(t − 1)
and x(t) under DSS-P. According to the DSS-P algorithm,
the feasible link set is probabilistically determined by

the link activation probability p at a certain mini-slot.
Then, the determined schedule is directly used as the
final transmission schedule x(t). Thus, the transition
probability from x(t− 1) to x(t) is written as

p′(x(t− 1), x(t)) =
∑

x(t−1)∪x(t)⊆m(t)

α(m(t)) · B · C · D · E , (8)

B = (
∏

i∈x(t−1)\x(t)

p̄i), C = (
∏

j∈x(t)\x(t−1)

pj),

D = (
∏

k∈m(t)∩(x(t)∩x(t−1))

pk), E = (
∏

l∈m(t)\(x(t−1)∪x(t))

p̄l),

(9)
where α(m(t)) is the probability that a particular ran-

dom candidate vector m(t) is randomly selected as in
Section 3.2. Then we can verify that the state distribu-
tion in Eq. (4) satisfies the following detailed balance
equation:

π(x(t− 1))p′(x(t− 1), x(t)) = π(x(t))p′(x(t), x(t− 1)), (10)

similar to Eqs. (5) and (6). Then the throughput optimal-
ity of the DSS-P algorithm can be proven by following
the same procedure as in [11], [20].

5.2 Extension of DSS-P
Even though DSS-P achieves throughput optimality, we
can enhance its performance by opportunistically finding
a schedule with a greater number activated links. In the
original DSS-P (as described in Algorithm 3), the process
to find a feasible schedule is over when a feasible link
set is obtained for the first time even if there are still
remaining control mini-slots. If these remaining control
mini-slots can be exploited to find a better schedule,
then the delay performance can be further improved. To
this end, we continue the probabilistic attempt process
to find a better schedule incrementally until the end of
the control mini-slots. That is, even if we have already
obtained a feasible schedule, we seek to add some of
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the remaining links while satisfying the feasibility to the
obtained schedule.

The extended DSS-P operates as follows. After finding
the first feasible link set at a certain mini-slot, more
links can be added in addition to the feasible schedule
at a later mini-slot as long as the SINR constraints of
the already scheduled links are not violated. Note that
the addition of the links to the schedule can take place
multiple times. As additional links will cause more inter-
ference to the already scheduled links, we should be con-
servative. That is, the link activation probability, p, may
as well be reduced. To increase the chances of adding
more links to the schedule, we geometrically reduce the
link activation probability (of the other remaining links
in m(t)) whenever the feasible link set is augmented. In
our extended DSS-P algorithm, whenever more links are
added to the schedule, other remaining candidate links
reduce the current activation probability by multiplying
γ (γ < 1) by p. Since this extension is similar to the
dual-state approach, the throughput optimality of the
extended DSS-P algorithm can be proven similarly and
hence skipped.

6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We evaluate the performance of DSS, DSS-D, and DSS-
P with other representative scheduling schemes in the
literature under the SINR based interference model. We
consider a network with nodes that are placed on an
area of 100 x 100 square units. We construct topologies
as follows. We first randomly select the position of a
sender uniformly in the area, and locate its correspond-
ing receiver at a random place uniformly within 10
units from the sender. Repeating the locating processes,
we generate two topologies; one with 49 and the other
with 196 links. (That is, they have total 98 and 392
nodes, respectively.) The signal transmitted by a sender
attenuates as it propagates over space. For the radio
propagation model, we adopt the simple two-ray ground
model [23] and all the other channel effects (e.g., short
and long term fading) are not considered. At the receiver,
we assume that the signal can be decoded if the SINR is
over a certain threshold, and that all the links have the
same SINR threshold value θth, which is set to 10 dB.

For each link, we consider single-hop traffic according
the a Poisson process with (packet) arrival rate being
either 0.1 or 0.9 (evenly at random). Note that the traffic
load (which is a simulation parameter) should be mul-
tiplied to the packet arrival rate for the effective traffic
load of each link. Our performance metric corresponding
to the measured total queue lengths of all the links and
the throughput after 5000 time slots. For each plot, we
obtain the average over 20 simulation runs with different
arrival rate patterns.

We evaluate the performance of CSMA-based schedul-
ing schemes including DSS, DSS-D, DSS-H, and a cen-
tralized scheme of GMS (which is an omniscient schedul-
ing scheme). As DSS can be considered as Q-CSMA

[11] under the SINR-based interference model, DSS-H
can be considered as a counterpart of HQ-CSMA [12]
under the SINR interference model, which improves the
delay performance of Q-CSMA by leveraging prioritiza-
tion. The operation of HQ-CSMA can be summarized
as follows. The control mini-slots are divided into two
parts; one part has W0 mini-slots to activate links whose
weights are greater than or equal to a certain threshold
w0 following the Q-CSMA algorithm, and the other part
has the remaining (M − W0) mini-slots for the rest of
the links whose weights are lower than w0 following a
greedy approach (i.e., it selects the link with a larger
queue length first). In our simulation, we set W0 = M/2
and w0 = 100. For the detailed operations of HQ-CSMA,
we refer to [12]. For CSMA-based scheduling schemes,
the link weight of link i is set to wi(t) = log(cqi(t)) with
a constant c = 0.1 as in [12], and we vary the number of
control mini-slots M and the traffic load of each link.

6.1 Delay performance of DSS and DSS-D

We first evaluate the delay performance of DSS and DSS-
D for various values of M , as the traffic load increases.
Figs. 6 (a) and (b) show the total queue lengths of DSS
with 49 links and 196 links, respectively. We set the
attempt probability pa to 0.1, with which a link attempts
to include itself in m(t). As the number of control mini-
slots increases, DSS shows lower delay performance in
both topologies. However, for both topologies, beyond a
certain value of M , the performance gains are of dimin-
ishing value. DSS-D also shows a similar trend as shown
in Figs. 6 (c) and (d). However, DSS-D outperforms DSS
since DSS-D with M = 32 has smaller queue lengths
than DSS with large M .

In the following experiments, we investigate the effect
of pa on the total queue length. Intuitively, a larger value
of pa implies that more links will attempt to participate
in the schedule over the random backoff process in
the control slot, which may result in more links in
the schedule (d(t) and hence x(t)). However, too many
links attempting to be scheduled may overwhelm the
contention, which may require additional control mini-
slots to resolve the contention.

Figs. 7 (a), (b), and (c) shows the results of DSS with M
= 8, 16, and 128, respectively. In this case, DSS achieves
better delay performance with smaller pa, which can be
interpreted as the larger pa results in only additional
contention overhead under DSS3. For DSS-D, we observe
similar results as DSS when the number of mini-slot
is small (M < 16). However, an interesting result is
that when M is large (M ≥ 16), DSS-D achieves better
performance for the larger pa. In this case, DSS-D suc-
cessfully resolves the contention when M is sufficiently
large, and hence the performance improvement from

3. We also conduct simulations with probabilities less than 0.1.
The results are similar to those in Fig.7, except for extremely small
probabilities like 0.01.
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Fig. 6. Performance of DSS and DSS-D with 49 links and 196 links as the traffic load increases. As the number of
control mini-slots, M , increases, both DSS and DSS-D show lower delay performance in both topologies. DSS-D with
M = 32 outperforms DSS with any number of control mini-slots.

additional link activations prevail over the performance
degradation from the contention.

Fig.8 compares the performance of different schedul-
ing schemes in 49-link and 196-link networks. For each
scheduling scheme, we choose the best pa given the
number of mini-slots M . In the 49-link network, DSS-
D outperforms DSS and DSS-H. In particular, when the
number of control mini-slot is large (M ≥ 256), the per-
formance of DSS-D is close to that of the centralized GMS
scheme. In the 196-link network, both DSS-D and DSS-H
significantly outperform DSS and only a slight difference
is observed between DSS-D and DSS-H. This is partly
because that DSS-H uses the DSS algorithm for a fraction
of control mini-slots (i.e., W0). When there are only 49
links, most links have a small queue length less than
w0, and thus DSS-H cannot effectively exploit W0 control
mini-slots, which results in low performance with the 49-
link network. In the 196-link network, however, 4 times
more links are available, thus it will increase the number
of the links whose queue lengths are larger than w0.
Therefore, DSS-H works more efficiently as the network
size becomes larger and/or the traffic load increases.

6.2 Delay performance of DSS-P

In this section, we evaluate the delay performance of
DSS-P. Since DSS-P shows the best performance with
p = 0.1, we set the link activation probability p to 0.1
and simulate DSS-P by changing M , as the traffic load
increases. For the other schemes, we also choose the best
system parameters for the given the number of mini-slots
M .

Fig.9 illustrates the total queue length of DSS-P under
the networks of 49 links and 196 links with various
number of control mini-slots. DSS-P exhibits similar
performance to DSS-D or DSS in Fig.6. It also has
a better delay performance as the number of control
mini-slots increases. Note that DSS-P achieves good
performance even with small number of control mini-
slots. This implies that DSS-P utilizes control mini-slots
more efficiently by leveraging the p-persistent CSMA
mechanism. However, the performance of DSS-P is not
notably higher than DSS-D or DSS when each scheme
has a sufficient number of control mini-slots.

Fig.10 illustrates the total queue lengths of the CSMA
scheduling schemes and GMS in the 49-link and 196-link
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network topologies. We only consider small numbers
of control mini-slots (4, 8, and 16) to see how the
CSMA-based scheduling schemes performs with small
M . Since other CSMA-based scheduling schemes rely on
random backoff operations, they do not achieve good
performance with small number of control mini-slots in
both 49-link and 196-link topologies. The performance
is getting worse when the number of links is high
due to the higher contention overhead. DSS-P achieves
much better delay performance than other CSMA-based
scheduling schemes since all of selected candidate links
in m(t) attempt to be schedule at each control mini-
slot. When the number of contending links is 196 in
Fig.10 (d), (e), and (f), DSS-P achieves substantially lower
performance than GMS due to the high contention over-
head. However, DSS-P still shows significantly better
delay performance than other CSMA-based scheduling
schemes.

6.3 Throughput performance comparison
We evaluate throughput performance of each scheduling
scheme with different control mini-slots overhead. In this
particular experiment, we define the throughput metric as
the ratio of served packets to generated packets, i.e.,

(Total number of served packets of all the links)
(Total number of generated packets of all the links)

.

We set our simulation following the IEEE 802.11a
OFDM PHY model. A single control mini-slot of DSS-
family scheduling algorithms is set to 18µs, since each
control mini-slot has two phases. We assume that the
size of each packet is 1000 byte long and data rate is
6 Mbps. We exclude the PHY/MAC header overhead
for simplicity. In Fig.11, we normalize the throughput
of each scheduling algorithm with respect to GMS. We
use the traffic load parameter 0.25 and 0.1 for 49-link
topology and 196-link topology, respectively.

Due to the small number of control mini-slot and
low traffic load, DSS-P outperforms the other CSMA
schemes in both network topologies. As the number of
control mini-slot increases, its throughput performance
decreases, especially when M > 8 in both network
topologies. Other CSMA schemes also show a similar
pattern as DSS-P with 49-link topology. However, they
are different from DSS-P with 196-link topology. When
the number of control mini-slot is small (i.e., M < 8), the
throughput gain is much larger than the control mini-
slot overhead, but when the number of control mini-
slot becomes larger (i.e., M > 12), the performance
starts decreasing, since the gain becomes smaller than
the control mini-slots overhead.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper we investigate the scheduling problem in
multi-hop wireless networks under realistic SINR-based
interference model. We first develop a fully distributed
throughput optimal base-line scheme, called DSS, that
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Fig. 11. Throughput performance of each scheduling
algorithm with different control mini-slot overheads (nor-
malized by GMS). All CSMA schemes show decreasing
throughput performance when the number of control mini-
slot becomes larger in both 49-link and 196-link topolo-
gies.

leverages carrier sensing and exploits recent result in
throughput optimality. We then extend this scheme in
various ways. We improve delay performance by de-
veloping DSS-D that separates activation states for data
transmission from virtual states for state transition, thus
reducing the delay while achieving throughput opti-
mality. We also propose DSS-P to reduce the control
overhead. DSS-P replaces a random backoff process of
DSS (or DSS-D) with p-persistent CSMA. We show that
DSS-P is throughput-optimal and uses far less overhead,
outperforming the other CSMA-based schemes for a
large class of topologies.

There are many open problems in scheduling under
the SINR model. Since most recent communication tech-
nologies allow rate adaptation and/or variable packet
sizes based on the received SINR level, it is interesting
to develop CSMA based schemes that achieve high per-
formance under time-varying link rates. Understanding
transitions of Markov Chain state and achieving con-
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vergence of state distribution are of particular interest.
Also, getting timely SINR feedback from receivers will
increase overhead and requires further research to re-
duce the complexity.
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(a) DSS scheme (M=8). (b) DSS scheme (M=16). (c) DSS scheme (M=128).
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(d) DSS-D scheme (M=8). (e) DSS-D scheme (M=16). (f) DSS-D scheme (M=128).

Fig. 7. Performance of the DSS and DSS-D schemes with 49 links is shown as pa increases. DSS achieves
better delay performance with smaller pa. DSS-D also shows better delay performance as the attempt probability
pa decreases when the number of control mini-slots (M ) is less than 16. However, when M is 16 or higher, DSS-D
achieves the increasingly better performance as pa increases.
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(a) CSMA schemes, 49 links (M=4). (b) CSMA schemes, 49 links (M=32). (c) CSMA schemes, 49 links (M=256).
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(d) CSMA schemes, 196 links (M=4). (e) CSMA schemes, 196 links (M=32). (f) CSMA schemes, 196 links (M=256).

Fig. 8. Comparison of the proposed DSS-D scheme with DSS, DSS-H, and GMS in case of 49-link and 196-link
topologies. In the 49-link network, when the number of control mini-slots is small, there is little difference among the
CSMA-based schemes. As the number of control mini-slots increases, however, DSS-D outperforms both DSS and
DSS-H. In the 196-link network, as the number of control mini-slots increases, both DSS-D and DSS-H outperform
DSS. Unlike the results of 49-link network, there is marginal difference between DSS-D and DSS-H.
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Fig. 9. Performance of DSS-P in the networks of 49 links and 196 links with different numbers of control mini-slots.
Note that, as M increases, the performance of DSS-P converges rapidly compared to other schemes in the previous
sections. It achieves comparable performance with smaller number of control mini-slots (less than 16), in contrast to
other CSMA-based scheduling algorithms.
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(a) CSMA schemes, 49 links (M=4). (b) CSMA schemes, 49 links (M=8). (c) CSMA schemes, 49 links (M=16).
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(d) CSMA schemes, 196 links (M=4). (e) CSMA schemes, 196 links (M=8). (f) CSMA schemes, 196 links (M=16).

Fig. 10. Comparison of DSS-P with DSS, DSS-H, DSS-D, and GMS in case of 49-link and 196-link networks with
small number of the control mini-slots. In the 49-link topology, DSS-P outperforms all other CSMA-based scheduling
schemes and the performance gap from GMS is not substantial. In the 196-link topology, DSS-P still achieves the
better performance than the other CSMA-based scheduling schemes.


